TO USE YOUR PROJECTOR AND SMART BOARD FOR AUDIO/VIDEO:

1. Turn on the SMART speakers (large round knob – green light will illuminate).

2. To watch Cable TV or a VHS tape, set the projector source to VIDEO. Turn on the VCR and either play the tape or set the TV channel. Note that TV channels are tuned (and programmed) through the VCR, which typically requires the remote. You can often change the channel (up/down) on the VCR unit.

3. To play a DVD, set the projector source to S-VIDEO. Turn on the DVD player and play the DVD.
   A. If you have a separate DVD and VCR player, to get sound, turn the VCR on and set the channel/input to either Auxiliary (AU/AUX), Line1 (L1) or Line2 (L2) depending on your unit. This setting is usually just below channel 2.
   B. If you have a dual DVD/VCR, sound should be automatic. Note, however, that if projector is on the VIDEO source, you will still get a picture, but the quality will be lower.

4. To use your DVD player to play CDs, use same settings for sound as #3 above. Projector can be off, but make sure speakers are ON.

***TO USE THE SMART BOARD WITH YOUR COMPUTER DISPLAY: Set the projector source to Computer1.